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Spooner Industries of Ilkley, West
Yorkshire, UK recently developed a
new improved range of air
flotation dryers that provide
compact and economical
solutions. The range offers non-
contact drying eliminating any
roll contamination issues and
allows coating on both sides of
the web in a single pass. This,
plus high heat transfer rates,
results in shorter dryers.

The integrated design
incorporates fan, heater, and
damper controls for each zone
mounted within the dryer enclosure.
The range is modular with
independent retraction on each zone.
This provides a compact dryer and
allows building and testing of each
zone separately in Spooner’s factory,
with the dryer zones then being
shipped ready for installation on site.
Once on site, parallel retraction makes
for easy access for cleaning and
maintenance. 

Along with Voith Paper the
company also developed the
ModuleDryer™ which combines high

evaporation rates with good web
handling, allowing simultaneous turning

and drying or cooling of the coated web.
This results in a compact drying solution
suitable for both on or off machine
applications. 

Spooner recently secured an order
to supply an air flotation dryer and cooler
to an Italian OEM for inclusion on a new
coating machine. The Italian company
enlisted Spooner’s experience and
expertise to provide unique high quality
equipment.

Utilising air temperatures of up to
235°C in the four drying zones, the
coated paper is completely dried before

Spooner Industries floats on air 
being cooled down to 20°C in the final
zone. Viewing windows on the tending

side permit the web to be
constantly monitored whilst
pneumatic clamshell opening
allows access for threading and
cleaning.

For over 75 years Spooner
has worked in partnership with
many of the world’s leading
manufacturers, providing
unique technology solutions for
a vast range of process
problems. It offers unrivalled
worldwide experience in the

drying, curing, converting, cooling and
non-contact handling of coated and
impregnated web materials, whether
the substrate be paper, film, foil,
heavy metal strips or textiles. 

ModuleDryer™ installed on an off-machine
coater in Finland
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IAC Security, a division of Industrial
Automation & Control Ltd, Newport,
South Wales, has just unveiled a new
and improved Rapid Deployment System
(RDS), a wireless CCTV
system that can broadcast
pictures back to base by
various wireless methods
… a valuable tool against
crime and property
damage or simply for
monitoring specific paper
mill areas.

A major attraction of
the solution offered by the
RDS system is the speed
of installation and the
absence of cabling. It is possible to put
cameras exactly where they need to be
rather than having to compromise on the
location to suit the positions of cable

ducts. The RDS is a quick to install,
highly responsive and economical
system.

Each system can be a completely
mobile unit that delivers
live images direct to a PC
or laptop via a mobile
phone, broadband and
wireless LAN networks or
via digital codec when
using radio
communications, to
existing analogue control
equipment. Wireless
CCTV systems are overt
or covert systems that
can be located anywhere.

The key advantage of the RDS
system compared with a fixed camera
system is that because it is wireless, it
doesn’t have to stay in one place so its

deployment can be ‘on demand’ and
flexible enough to deal with problems
in certain areas directly at the time of
need.

Joanne Twynham, Commercial
Office Manager at IAC Security,
stated, “The new RDS system has
already proven its usefulness in trials
and we are excited about the product
launch into the market. We are
confident it will prove to be a robust
solution to our customers problems
and it comes with the added incentive
of knowing that IAC 24/7 service
teams will be on hand to provide world
wide cover for 
the equipment.”

IAC launches RDS

William Kenyon’s
recent threading
equipment installation on
PM5 at Thai Kraft’s
Kanchanaburi site in
Thailand has seen the
mill’s investment deliver
improvements in both
paper tail threading and
carrier rope life.

The installation
consisted of two vertical
carrier rope tensioner
units and one horizontal
unit in the speed sizer and

after-dryer section. The units are fitted
with William Kenyon dual tension
controls which provide a higher
tension during paper tail threading and
a lower tension during normal
machine running. This flexibility
ensures a combination of maximum
carrier rope life and optimum paper
tail carrying ability. 

The take-up capacity of all William
Kenyon tensioners is calculated using
the company’s expertise and
knowledge of carrier rope
performance within each section
based on specific machine conditions.

New RDS wireless CCTV

system

William Kenyon

vertical

tensioner

Thai Kraft investment
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International on site at 

Kanchanaburi Mill

Pilz clarifies new directive
Pilz Automation Technology has run

education and training events for over
ten years, with the most popular courses
relating to machinery safety regulations
and standards. Attendees find the
question-and-answer sessions extremely
valuable but there are currently two
questions that are asked more than any
others:

What are harmonised standards?
A standard is said to be 'harmonised'

when it has been published in the
Official Journal (OJ) of the European
Commission. For the current Machinery
Directive (98/37/EC) there is a list of
harmonised
standards available
on the European
Commission
website.

By conforming to
a harmonised
standard it can be
assumed that the
requirements of the
relevant Directive
have been met (this
is referred to as the
'presumption of
conformity'). In other words, harmonised
standards substantiate the abstract
requirements of the directives.
Note that the inclusion of 'EN' within a
standard's number does not indicate that
the standard is harmonised. It should
also be noted that the standards
currently harmonised to Machinery
Directive 98/37/EC are being reviewed
and amended where necessary so that
they can be harmonised to the new
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC.

What are the key changes in the new
version of the Machinery Directive?

The new Machinery Directive
2006/42/EC comes into force on 29
December 2009 and there is no
transition period to enable users to
migrate from the old directive to the new
one. There are numerous changes,
which are explained in a free guide to
the new Machinery Directive sponsored
by Pilz, but the key points can be
summarised as follows:
� The relationship between the

Machinery Directive and other

directives (specifically the Low
Voltage Directive and the Lifts
Directive) has been clarified.

� The directive's scope now includes
partly completed machinery and the
directive is far clearer about the
requirements. Associated
documentation must indicate which
of the directive's requirements have
been met, and the scope of delivery
for partly completed machinery must
include a 'declaration of
incorporation' and an installation
manual in the language of the
country of installation.

� The essential health and
safety requirements have
been adapted to take account
of technical progress.
� There is now a choice of
conformity assessment
procedures for particularly
hazardous machinery (ie those
listed in Annex IV of the
Machinery Directive). If
machinery is designed in
accordance with the relevant
harmonised standards, the
new directive gives
manufacturers the option to

self-certify machinery, thereby
avoiding the requirement to deposit
the technical file with a Notified
Body. Alternative options for 'Annex
IV' machinery are for manufacturers
to request EC type-examination by a
Notified Body or have a Notified
Body approve a full quality
assurance system.

� Safety components must be CE
marked.

Pilz consultants and engineers can
assist customers with CE marking of
machinery in accordance with the new
directive if required.
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publication


